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UNIT 9:NATURALDISASTERS 

Review 3: Language 

I. Câu hỏi ôn tập 

II. Kiến thức trọng tâm 

1. Pronunciation 

- Rules of stress in words ending in –ic, -al, -ee, -ese, -logy, -graphy 

2. Vocabulary 

- Words related to the topic “Pollution; English speaking countries; Natural disasters” 

3. Grammar 

- Conditional sentences type 1, type 2 

- Present simple for future 

- Past perfect 

- Passive voice 

4. Everyday English 

- Some expressions about pollution, natural disasters 

III. Bài tập 

A. PHONETICS 

I. Choose the word that has underlined part pronounced differently from the rest. 

1. A.icon  B. visual  C. scenic  D. disaster 

2. A.territory B. Scottish  C. often  D.tornado 

3. A. parade  B. rage  C. earthquake D. climate 

4. A.source  B. visit  C. castle  D.station 

5. A. dead  B. health  C. great  D. heavy 

II. Choose the word that has different stress pattern. 

1. A. paradise B. exhibit  C. invention  D. excursion 

2. A. medical B. natural  C. kangaroo  D. visitor 

3. A. volcanic B. refugee  C. contaminate D. tsunami 

4. A. evacuate B. emergency C. biography D. economic 

5. A. rescue  B. damage  C. collapse  D. illustrate 

B. VOCABULARY 

III. Supply the correct form of the words in brackets. 

1. A natural disaster can cause_________ of life or property damage. (lose) 

2. Human greenhouse gas emissions are causing_________ warming. (globe) 



3. Kangaroos and koalas are only_________ to Australia. (nation) 

4. Hurricane Katrina was one of the_________ hurricanes ever to hit the United States. 

(dead) 

5. Filters do not remove all_________ from water. (contaminate) 

6. Freak tornado leaves trail of in its wake. (destroy) 

C. GRAMMAR 

IV. Write the correct tense or form of the verbs in brackets. 

1. Alex_________ (not do) the gardening before it started raining. 

2. The amount of plastic in the ocean_________ (increase) if we_________ (not take) 

action now. 

3. Outdoor air pollution_________ (cause) more than 3 million deaths a year. 

4. There_________ (be) more than 80,000 wildfires so far this year. 

5. What would you do if you_________ (catch) in a hurricane’s path? 

6. By the time Hurricane Gilbert_________ (hit) Mexico it_________ (change) 

characteristics. 

D. EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

V. Choose the best response for each sentence. 

1. “Forecasters say that the storm won’t move toward the land.” - “_________” 

A. What a pity!  B. Never mind.  C. That’s a relief! D. It’s OK. 

2. “A tornado blew several cars in front of me off the road and into the trees.”  

- “_________” 

A. That’s shocking! B. How cute!  C. That’s great! D. Maybe. 

3. “Did you know the Amazon rainforest fires have already been controlled.”  

- “No, I didn’t.” 

A. What a bad day!      B. How wonderful!   

C. How thoughtful it is!      D. Well done. 

4. “The weather forecast says it’s going to rain tomorrow.” - “_________What a pity.” 

A. Looks great!  B. Sounds good!  C. Not at all. D. Oh no! 

5. “Have you heard the news? A powerful earthquake and following tsunami hit the 

island of Sulawesi, Indonesia.” - “_________” 

A. How beautiful!  B. Awesome!  C. How terrible! D. No problem. 

 

 

 


